GABAergic inhibitory mechanisms for repetition-adaptivity in large-scale brain systems.
Molecular mechanisms for systems level adaptivity of brain activation are largely unknown but a key role for active inhibition by gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA) is plausible. We used functional magnetic resonance imaging to contrast the modulatory effects on brain adaptivity to task repetition and task difficulty of two GABAergic drugs, lorazepam and flumazenil. In a working memory paradigm, occipitotemporal regions clearly demonstrated attenuation of activation as a function of within-session task repetition or practice in data acquired following placebo, but this spatiotemporal pattern of repetition adaptivity was abolished by both lorazepam and flumazenil. However, in other brain systems flumazenil enhanced repetition adaptivity compared to placebo: in frontal cortex, flumzenil induced attenuation of signal related to task repetition and in hippocampus it exaggerated normal enhancement of signal with repetition. In contrast, there were no significant effects of either flumazenil or lorazepam on areas of frontal cortex which normally demonstrated significant neurocognitive load response or adaptivity to task difficulty. We argue that repetition adaptivity of large-scale brain systems is regulated by GABAergic inhibitory mechanisms and that expression of repetition adaptivity in a given brain system may show an "inverted-U" form of relationship with pharmacologically manipulable levels of GABAergic inhibitory tone.